17 Pyropia yezoensis is an important economic seaweed, to construct a genetic linkage map 18 and analyze the quantitative trait loci (QTLs) of blades, a doubled haploid (DH) 19 population containing 148 DH strains established from the intraspecific hybridization 20 between two strains with different colors was used in the present study and genotyped 21 using 79 pairs of polymorphic sequence-related amplified polymorphism (SRAP) 22 markers labeled with 5'-HEX and capillary electrophoresis. A chi-square test for 23 significance of deviations from the expected ratio (1:1) on the loci which were 24 polymorphic between parents and segregated in mapping population identified 301 loci 25 with normal segregation (P ≥ 0.01) and 96 loci (24.18%) with low-level skewed 26 segregation (0.001 ≤ P < 0.01). The map was constructed using JoinMap software after a 27 total of 92 loci were assembled into three linkage groups. The map spanned 557.36 cM 28 covering 93.71% of the estimated genome, with a mean interlocus space of 6.23 cM.
289 Finally, genetic linkage map of P. yezoensis containing three LGs was constructed (Fig   290 1) . The map including 92 SRAP markers spanned a total distance of 557.36 cM, with a 291 mean interlocus space of 6.23 cM between adjacent markers (Table 5) . LG1 M13E13-470.9D, M7E14-213D, M13E2-473.6D Py-HT
SDR2
LG1 M13E18-118.7D, M13E4-118.6D Py-HT
SDR3
LG2 M1E10-185.7D, M13E9-721.1D Py-LS
SDR4
LG2 M2E6-269.9D, M1E6-118.4D Py-LS
SDR5
LG3 M19E15-116.8D, M19E16-154.7D Py-LS
SDR6
LG3 M19E15-222D, M19E20-222.7D, M19E15-219.8D Py-HT 345 346 QTL mapping 347 In general, marker distance should be less than 10.0 cM for a map used for QTL analysis 348 [69-71], which was 6.7 cM on the first map with a coverage of 82.8% for QTL mapping 349 of frond length and width in L. japonica [26] .The present map covered 93.71% of the 350 genome and the SRAP markers along each LG were evenly distributed with an average 351 distance of 6.23 cM between adjacent markers, which was then used for QTL detection 352 of blade traits in P. yezoensis. In total, 10 QTLs associated with L50, W50, FW50, LGR 353 and FWGR were identified (Fig 1 and 373 LOD values of the 10 QTLs ranged from 1.6-2.3, among which three values were 374 greater than or equal to 2.0 ( Table 7) . It is not clear what the threshold LOD values for
